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The disruption of COVID 19 has had an impact on our previously planned activities for the year, 
however, we refocused our efforts to advance the programme’s objectives despite limitations.

‘By focusing our conversation on rebuilding, rethinking and 
restructuring the operations of Women-owned enterprises, we are 
providing the opportunity to once again, drive the economic growth 
of an entire community,‘
 
KAM Chair Mr Mucai Kunyiha.

‘Women and young people are making strides in building and 
promoting the manufacturing sector, and our country’s economy at 
large. We must now seek to adapt manufacturing processes and 
cultures that encourage women and the youth to take up positions in 
the sector,’

KAM CEO, Ms Phyllis Wakiaga

The Women in Manufacturing Program continues to strive in its objective to encourage and 
increase the participation of Women in the Manufacturing Sector. It has become a necessary 
component needed to achieve our desired economic growth.

The WIM program is also championing for inclusivity through skills development, youth 
innovations and SME Development.
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4 Partnerships

Forums and Conferences

WIM Webinars: The 4- Part Series

The Women in Manufacturing Report

Our highlights for this year include:
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The Women in Manufacturing Report
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We are proud to have launched the first-ever Women in Manufacturing Report in the region on 
15th September 2020 in partnership with the International Center for Research on Women 
(ICRW). The launch event was graced by Nairobi Women Representative Hon. Esther Passaris, 
KAM Chairman Mr Mucai Kunyiha, KAM WIM Chair Ms Flora Mutahi and KAM CEO Ms Phyllis 
Wakiaga. Principal Secretary Ministry of Industrialization, Dr Francis Owino congratulated KAM 
and the WIM programme in his virtual keynote address at the ceremony.  This Report will be a 
critical advocacy tool to engage Government in our objective to increase the participation of 
Women in sector
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The Program introduced a 4 part series which kicked off with the first WIM Live Show whose 
theme was,  Restructuring a Resilient Business beyond the Pandemic. To-date, this show has 
been the most interactive KAM Live session with a viewership of over 40,000 and a reach of over 
60,000. The aim of the show was to address the impact of the pandemic on women  in 
business.

The WIM Series also hosted Ms Anzetse Were, FSD Kenya Strategic Economist. The webinar 
themed, Opportunities for Women in Manufacturing during COVID-19, focused the 
discussion on the impact of COVID-19 on women's welfare and policy interventions needed to 
ensure that women get the right support to survive the crisis.

The WIM Webinars: The 4 Part Series

KAM Chair, Mr Mucai Kunyiha

KAM WIM Chair, Ms Flora Mutahi

IEA CEO, Mr Kwame Owino

Executive Director CRAWN Trust, 
Ms Daisy Amdany

BAT Kenya MD, Ms Beverly Spencer - 
Obatonyibo
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THE SHOW FEATURED A PANEL OF EXPERTS:
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The Third part of the series featured Melvin's Mentorship Program graduation ceremony. This 
was hosted by KAM immediate Former Past Chair Mr Sachen Gudka at their new state of the art 
plant at Chrome Parters.

Mr Sachen Gudka, KAM WIM Chair Ms Flora Mutahi and KAM CEO Ms Phyllis Wakiaga addressed 
the graduates and talked about the Do’s and Don'ts of starting a business, valuable partnerships 
and the importance of mentorship. We continue to gain support from large companies looking 
to assist to advance the productivity of WIM.  A great example, SilAfrica Executive Director 
Akshay Shah, who hosted the virtual WIM Exchange visit at his factory. The Exchange visit was 
to provide insights on operational practises, that if adopted can assist to build business 
excellence.

Under the series, we also hosted a Webinar with Ms Mercy Acholla on Leading Through this 
COVID -19 Crisis.

‘The financial sector still has limitations in creating tailored and 
innovative financial products for funding women start-ups in 
non-traditional manufacturing,’
 
KAM WIM Chair, Ms Flora Mutahi.
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The WIM Report provided an opportunity to highlight challenges affecting women in the sector, 
the major one being access to finance. 

Bringing together Government, financial institutions, Women and Youth, the Conference 
provided a platform for manufacturing and aspiring entrepreneurs to directly seek information 
and guidance from government and financial institutions on attaining support and assistance. 

Women and Youth Bankability Conference

‘The role of digital technology is rapidly shifting, from being a driver 
of marginal efficiency to an enabler of innovation and disruption,’ 

KAM Vice Chair Mr Rajan Shah.
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We remain cognisant of the role of digital technology in the success of business. With WIM 
forming a significant number in the SME sector, it is important to equip them with knowledge 
on digital marketing and the use of e-commerce. The WIM Digital Workshop held in February, 
provided an opportunity to equip WIM with digital skills to navigate and access better markets 
for their products. The COVID-19 pandemic inhibited our ability to host the first ever Women in 
Manufacturing Awards at the 3rd Women in Manufacturing Gala Dinner. We remain hopeful that 
we will be able to execute this in the coming year.

WIM Digital Workshop

‘Enhanced Public and Private sector partnerships will go a long way in 
ensuring that there is sustainability in building the manufacturing 
sector and its competitiveness,’ 

KAM Chair,  Mr Mucai Kunyiha



Over the last three years, we have continued to seek worthy partnerships to ensure that we are 
able to drive our agenda. This year, we can celebrate our strides in gaining partnerships and 
support to execute the mandate of the WIM programme. We are happy to announce a 
partnership with Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation in conjunction with Kenyatta University.

Besides assisting the WIM programme to advance its research on women in the sector, this 
partnership will also enhance the capacity of the WIM program to actualize in making a 
difference in women's businesses in the manufacturing sector. As earlier mentioned, we 
partnered with the International Centre for Research on Women (ICRW) to conduct the Women 
in Manufacturing Research, whose dissemination forums and engagements across the country 
(via KAM Chapter Offices) will be done, supported by the Denmark Embassy. 

Partnerships

‘While women represent one of the significant pools of untapped 
talent for manufacturers, closing the manufacturing sector’s gender 
gap is key to closing the skills gap that has limited businesses' ability 
to evolve and expand,’ 

KAM CEO Ms Phyllis Wakiaga.
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Our support for women and girls will also be instituted in a partnership agreement between 
KAM and Awareness Against Human Traffic (HAART). As a corporate social initiative and in the 
aspect of assisting to build and restore the humanity of human trafficking victims, WIM will 
engage HAART to identify women and girls (entrepreneurs and innovators) and assist to build 
technical skills, institute partnerships and provide internship and employment opportunties.

The public and stakeholders have taken keen interest in the WIM programme and we continue 
to gain visibility through media articles, TV interviews and digital campaigns. 

We are on the right trajectory for greatness. In the coming year, we want to cement our 
position as a sector that has the ability to influence policy advocacy and impact the growth of 
the sector. With the guidance of the International Trade Center (ITC), we have already started 
to structure the operations of the WIM Caucus, its leadership and membership composition. As 
we do this, we are then ensuring that we are growing and that we will soon be recognized as a 
resourceful and valuable entity of the Association.

In the coming year, we seek to engage and achieve better partnerships, provide more 
networking and mentorship sessions and advance business development opportunities for 
women and girls.
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Proposed Plan WIM 2021 Activities

Activity Focus areas

1. Restructure of the WIM Steering 
    Committee and Caucus

2. Partnerships/Support

5. Research

6. Policy Advocacy

● Confirm the Organizational Structure
   and operations of the WIM Caucus

● Institute WIM into KAM’s Sectors/
   Operational Structure

Seek more partnership opportunities to 
advance WIM Activities

Sort for more opportunities to carry out 
research on WIM

● Specific to location
● Specific to sectors
● Specific to skillset/technological 
   advancements

In reference to:
● Financial and Economic Support
● Inclusion in Projects
● Representation (Committees/Boards) 

7. Events 1. WIM Gala Dinner (March/April)
2. WIM Exchange Visits 
 ● April
 ● August 
 ● November
3. WIM FireSide Chat (Mentorship)
 ● May
 ● July
 ● October
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3. Mapping out financial inclusion 
    opportunities

4. Identifying Subcontracting 
    Opportunities for WIM Members

1.Government
2.Private Sector
3.Donors and Financial Partners 

1.KAM Members
2.KAM Partners
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Activity Focus areas

    8. Forums With a focus on:
1. Bankability
 ●  Feb
 ● June
2. Regulatory Bodies (KRA, KEBS, NEMA)
 ● Jan
 ● September
3. Capacity Building/Business 
    Development
 ●  April
 ●  August
4. Skills Development (TVET Graduates/
    Interns/Students)
 ●  May
 ● October




